= s l for any i, j. Nodes s and edges e have binarily encoded strain labels, l(v) and l(e). The i-th bit is set in l(s) if s ∈ a i and the i-th bit is set in l(e) if e = (s k , s l ) and a j i = s k ∧ a j+1 i = s l for any j. We say an array a i contains an edge e = (s k , s l ) if a j i = s k ∧ a j+1 i = s l for any j. p is a function returning whether two spacers are connected. p(s i , s j ) = 1, iff there is a directed path from s i to s j . p b (s i , s j ) = 1 iff there is a directed path from s i to s j where only edges e with b&l(e)! = 0 are traversed (i.e., only edges originating from particular strains are allowed to be used).P (s i , s j ) = 1 iff there is a directed path from s i to s j that is only traversing edges from one array. The set of preceding spacers is P (s) = {t : p(t, s) = 1}, P b (s) = {t : p b (t, s) = 1}, P (s) = {t :P (t, s) = 1}. The set of successive spacers is N (s) = {t : p(s, t) = 1}, N b (s) = {t : p b (s, t) = 1},N (s) = {t :P (s, t) = 1}.
Replicated spacers
If s = a j i ∧ s = a k i for any i and j = k, then s is a replicated spacer.
1
Inversions
Inverted spacer orderings (short: inversions) preclude a common order of all spacers and introduce loops in the spacer graph. Decisions have to be made which spacers are eliminated to resolve a particular loop, these are assigned to be involved in inversions. Here the parsimonious decision of always taking the shortest segment as an inversion is taken. If two segments of equal length would resolve the loop, both are assigned as inversions. The following algorithm detects a set of spacers L, that are involved in inversions. If these are eliminated from the arrays, the resulting spacer graph has no loops.
1. Spacers L = {}. 9. Expand P and N to include more paths:P (s) =P (s) ∪ t∈P (s)P (t) and analogously for N (s).
(In words, before we were looking at preceeding and successive spacers in one array, thus inversions that are caused by the information of two arrays togeter. Now, preceeding and successive spacers are formed by two arrays each resulting in inversions that are caused by the information in at most four arrays.) Continue with step 3.
Order divergence events
A spacer graph is built from a data set without inversions.
F = {}

For each s ∈ S:
(a) Find the set of non-redundant successive spacers
there is a path from another f to t).
(b) If |N nr (s)| ≤ 1: continue with 2. Else generate a new divergence event (H, D) with shared spacers H and different spacers D, these sets will be filled as follows.
(c) Find the set of spacers that can be reached by all f ∈ N nr (s): dist(n, r) where dist(n, r) is the minimum number of edges along a path from n to r only traversing edges from l(s)&l(n). score min = min
score(r). R min = {r :
(e) Find the different segments, these are the sets of spacers between between s and R min : For each t with an edge e = (s, t): Table S4 : Protein hits of spacers longer than 100 nucleotides. If a conserved domain is detected (Marchler-Bauer et al. 2011) , it is given as hit, otherwise the best hit with blastx (Altschul et al. 1997 ) is listed. Number of strains are given for the unique strains with loops.ODEs
Supplemental Figures
Artificial deletionsFigure S5 : Estimation of deletion effects from 1000 perturbed replicates for S. thermophilus. See also legend in Figure 6 .
